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Project Name: 
McVaugh Company and Commercial Real Estate

Big Picture:
McVaugh Company and Commercial Real Estate paints a variety of different locations 
in Southern California of exclusive listings that they have dealt with in terms of selling 
property. From leasing/ sub-leasing, re-development, retail, tenant representation, and 
sale and purchase, McVaugh handles all these areas in property. From properties up to 
100,000 sq. ft., they help direct the client to what is suitable for their personal and financial needs. 

Project Summary: 
The main purpose of McVaugh Company and Commercial Real Estate is to satisfy their 
clients in the 210 Corridor by offering links to flyers, floor plans for office, industrial and 
retail space for lease or sale. They live by their motto “ If you need it, we can find it, If 
you have it, we can sell it or lease it”. They have an option under property search that is 
an advantage for clients to be able to select location, purchase or lease, property type, 
how many square feet they are interested in  and budget range. McVaugh addresses to 
clients the 1031 TIC Exchange just to inform them  the rules and regulations when 
purchasingproperty such as capital Gains taxes and Internal Revenue Service Code. 
Additional information includes a newsletter, site maps, and a section for employees 
where they can access their personal information.

Business/ Objectives Goals: 
McVaugh’s objective is to; satisfy the client’s expectations and fulfill their needs in 
owning the right property suitable for them.keeping the client within the budget they 
request but giving them the quality they desire.The ability to communicate with the 
client’s needs through a live chat with an agent.Be able to supply the client with 
guidelines and laws when owning a property.A comprehensive list of properties and 
location in detail depending on what the client selects in the property search category. 
Reviews and testimonials from other members where they can place their opinions and 
requests of what property they are looking for on a message board and the agent can 
respond to their needs by matching the client with a list of properties that is suitable for 
them i.e, price, location.

Preferred date for launch by the client: 
Depending on how fast the agent can can supply me with information of property 
listingsand all information on the property such as history, images, and any other 
additional information necessary to help execute a sale or lease. The estimated launch 
of website would be about 3 months. 
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Target Audience:  
The audience that will be targeted are ages 25-65 male/female with a stable income. 
Certain credentials,collateral, and status are a factor as well. Psychographics factor into 
this such as attitudes and tastes of the client and what they look for in the property they 
wish to purchase. Most clients that are eligible, will have latest hardware and are 
computer savvy like using the internet as a tool to search for properties. They also have 
the latest apps to  search for listings on their phones. 

Perception strategy: 
Current perception: Three adjectives that describe this are; organized, persistent, disciplined. 
Desired perception: informative, comforting, helpful
Strategy: The strategy the website will offer is to provide all the information necessary to 
assure the client that this real estate company overlooks any other company in the 210 
Corridor region based on the precise information that is researched and facts to prove 
that they are knowledgeable in this specific area. Credentials and testimonials will put 
the clients at ease and give them reassurance they can trust their finances to McVaugh’s 
agents. 

Message Strategy: 
Primary Message: The company cares about the economy and growth of the 210 corridor 
area and they strive to make it successfully occupied with a well-grounded community. 
Strategy: The new site will have listings and visuals of business and residential 
properties. Also match eligible clients with the right property suitable for them based on 
their needs from their profiles posted. 

Competitive Advantages: 
A live chat room with question and answer that will give the agents a better 
understandingwith what type of property the client desires.Detailed listings in the 210 
corridor region with images to help the client connect visually. Ability to know 
specifically what the client wants by looking at the client’s profile when they upload it on 
the site so the agent has a betterunderstanding right away of what the client wants to 
purchase a property.
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